Conception and development of a bibliographic database of blood nutrient fluxes across organs and tissues in ruminants: data gathering and management prior to meta-analysis
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Abstract – In the organism, nutrient exchanges among tissues and organs are subject to numerous sources of physiological or nutritional variation, and the contribution of individual factors needs to be quantified before establishing general response laws. To achieve this, meta-analysis of data from publications is a useful tool. The objective of this work was to develop a bibliographic database of nutrient fluxes across organs and tissues of ruminant animals (Flora) under Access using the Merise method. The most important criteria for Flora were the ease to relate the various information, the exhaustivity and the accuracy of the data input, a complete description of the diets, taking into account the methods of the methodological procedures of measurement and analysis of blood nutrients and the traceability of the information. The conceptual data model was built in 6 parts. The first part describes the authors and source of publication, and the person in charge of data input. It clearly separates and identifies the experiments, the groups of animals and the treatments within a publication. The second part is concerned with feeds, diets and their chemical composition and nutritional value. The third and fourth parts describe the infusion of any substrates and the methods employed, respectively. The fifth part is devoted to the results of blood flows and nutrient fluxes. The sixth part gathers miscellaneous experimental information. All these parts are inter-connected. To model this database, the Merise method was utilised and 26 entities and 32 relationships were created. At the physical level, 93 tables were created, corresponding, for the majority, to entities and relationships of the data model. They were divided into reference tables ($n = 65$) and data tables ($n = 28$). Data processing was developed in Flora and included the control of the data, generic calculations of unknown data from given data, the automation of the estimation of the missing data or the chemical composition of the diets. It also included the construction of tables for meta-analyses and the study of the variations of several factors within publications (pre-coding of meta-analyses). Overall, the system was built to facilitate the gathering, input, validation, management and retrieval of data from publications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In animal nutrition, especially in the areas of tissue or cellular metabolism, new questions are arising. New information needs to be integrated and related to previous information in order to integrate knowledge from different tissues and organs. Such integration is required to account for nutrient metabolism and their
regulatory factors [1, 2]. The present work belongs to a general research program which is aimed at building a generalised and quantitative representation of nutrient exchanges between and within tissues and organs in the animal.

A pre-requisite to the construction of models [3] is the knowledge of response laws [4]. Response laws can be established using a meta-analysis approach after having gathered information of diverse origin [5, 6].

The general principles and advantages of databases have already been discussed by [7]. In particular, computerised relational databases are powerful tools which can relate (by way of common identifiers) and process a wide range of information.

A large corpus of published data on net fluxes of nutrients originates from experiments conducted using multicatheterised animals. The animal species were generally ruminants, in particular the ovine and bovine. The organs and tissues of focus were the portal drained viscera, the liver, and the hindlimb or the muscle [8]. The nutrients under study were energetic and nitrogenous. The development of the present database, named Flora (FLuxes of nutrients through ORgans and tissues in Ruminant Animals), constituted an original and wider development of a previous experimental database [9]. Flora was specifically conceived to gather data averaged from groups of animals and from a series of measurements, and to widely cover different experimental plans and objectives (nutritional, infusion of substrates, physiological stages). Since the nature of the reported data and their presentation could vary with the publication it was decided to input data in a similar and uniform matter. Therefore, the objective of the present paper was to describe the conception and development of a computerised database (Flora) which gathered published data in the field of animal nutrition, tissue and organ metabolism, for subsequent use by a statistical meta-analytical approach.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Specifications for the construction of the Flora database

The first specification was to gather all the information which was available in the publication.

The second specification was to store significant quantities of information, in a reliable way, and to easily integrate and retrieve information.

The third specification was related to the validation of information. The data were to be verified with that reported in the publication and had to be quantitatively coherent within the publication (i.e. concentrations, blood flow and blood nutrient fluxes). In addition, occasionally, the results seemed aberrant or influent (blood flow and nutrient fluxes, characteristics of the diets). Therefore, we decided to set up a compulsory step of data validation before data input took place.

The fourth specification dealt with the fact that the database utilised nutritional studies. Parameters of the chemical composition and the nutritional value of the feeds and diets were taken into account, since they are known to play a role in the metabolism of nutrients at the organ and tissue level [10,11]. Whenever this vital information was missing, it was decided to estimate it using a specific protocol (see Sect. 3.1.3).

The fifth specification was to take into account the potential complexity of infusion procedures. For example, the simultaneous infusion of different substrates at different anatomical sites [12].

The sixth specification dealt with the different measurement and analytical methods used by the authors in order to explain any variation observed between
nutrient fluxes from different publications. Because of the importance of the methodological approaches utilised on the results and subsequent interpretation of data [2, 13, 15], it was decided to include information on the methodology used by the authors in Flora.

The seventh specification concerned the traceability of the results. The results may not have been directly reported in the publication. Consequently, “reported” or “calculated” or “estimated” was assigned to accompany each result.

The eighth specification took into account the intra-trial variability to allow it as a weighting factor of the variables in meta-analyses [16–19].

The ninth specification was related to the choice of units. The units often differed between publications. Thus, the choice of an appropriate unit for each type of result was necessary for uniformity of data.

Finally, the tenth requirement concerned the ease of data input or retrieval into, or from Flora. It was decided to input the data into Excel [20], since this program is well known and easy to use. Once this was done, the data were then transferred into Access [21].

2.2. Specifications for data management

Initially, there were several criteria required for data management. Data were verified, checked for missing values after the loading step, and the coherence between the various types of information was verified.

Secondly, in order to have an exhaustive database, it was necessary to make calculations from existing data in the publication (e.g. to calculate concentrations from net blood fluxes). These calculations were made after the input and loading steps.

Finally, it was also important to check and describe the data present in Flora and the metadispositive of each explicative X variable. The latter makes it possible to know the ranges of publications, and inside these ranges the zones with large numbers of observations and those with missing data [22].

In order to answer specific research questions (e.g. “the evolution of energy fluxes of nutrients in the portal vein according to the feeding conditions in sheep”) it was necessary to construct new tables for each meta-analysis.

The coding of data was a significant step. It consisted in defining and applying a code [code on X, e.g. dry matter intake (DMI)] based on only one source of variation (i.e. a variation on X and no variations on other factors). The coding concerned successively the following: 1/ publications and 2/ within publication groups of treatments (sets of treatments with a homogeneity of variation between them). The initial coding (1/) was done automatically in Flora. When the number of publications was significant, \( n > 100 \), coding was largely facilitated by an automation (pre-coding step). After the initial coding was completed, publications were then coded manually after thorough examination, by subdividing them into treatment groups (2/).

2.3. The publications used in Flora

The publications included in Flora generally only detailed one experiment. However, some publications are composed of several separate experiments [23].

The majority of the experimental animals described in the sample of publications were bovine (70%), with ovine making up the balance (30%). The description of the animals in the model were based on groups of animals, rather than individual animals. The group of animals corresponded to the set of animals of a given physiological state which was used in a specific experiment and for which the results of fluxes were reported. In some cases
the same groups of animals were found in several publications, when the authors reported different results from the same experiment e.g. [24, 25]. The animals used in a given experiment were subdivided into several groups on the basis of their physiological status (e.g. growth, lactation, ...). All animals were surgically equipped with catheters in an artery and in several veins, e.g. the portal and hepatic veins.

The publications were described according to 4 categories of treatments: 1/ dietary treatments, 2/ those utilising infused substrates, 3/ physiological states, and 4/ miscellaneous treatments. With the first type of treatment, the diets differed by their ingredient and/or chemical composition or by the modes of feed preparation. With the second type of treatment, substrates were either infused by way of intra-digestive fistula and/or intra-venous catheters to provide specific energetic or nitrogenous supplements, (e.g. volatile fatty-acids or casein). With the third type of treatment, a physiological state was described according to different stages, e.g. growing animals were studied at different age and body weight [26]. Finally, in a small number of cases, other treatments were studied, e.g. to compare resting and exercised animals exposed to cold and thermoneutral environments [27].

The experimental designs which were most frequently reported were factorial, latin squares or split-plot designs. In the case of factorial designs, all the main factors and possible interactions between them were studied.

Measurements of blood flow and blood sampling often took place during the last day of treatment. Blood flows were either measured by flow probes [28] or by dilution methods [14, 29]. Additionally, blood samples were collected from the catheter in most cases by spot sampling rather than continuous sampling, for immediate or further determination of rumen fluid parameters.

Metabolite and chemical determinations were carried out in feed, blood, plasma or rumen fluid samples. They were based mainly on enzymatic, spectrophotometric and chromatographic methods.

Data on net fluxes of blood or plasma nutrients included concentrations, arterio-venous concentration differences, net nutrient fluxes and fractional extraction of either energetic nutrients (e.g. glucose), and/or nitrogenous nutrients (e.g. ammonia-nitrogen). The results concerned with rumen fluid parameters included pH, ammonia and individual volatile fatty-acid concentrations. Statistical error terms were generally given for all treatments utilising the terms “standard error” or “standard error of the mean”.

2.4. Data modelling

It was very important to accommodate all data to be recorded and all data processing [30] when constructing the database structure, represented by the conceptual data model [31]. The Merise modelling method was chosen, since it is well known and it has been used successfully in agricultural research [7, 32].

3. RESULTS

3.1. Preliminary steps for the construction of the conceptual database model and the Flora database

3.1.1. Identification and description of the data to be input

The first requirement set for Flora was aimed at identifying all the necessary information that had to be entered into the database. This information was identified
A bibliographic database of nutrient fluxes from 2 single publications that differed in their experimental design and provided a detailed description of their Materials and Methods [12, 24]. The mandatory information included the authors and their research teams, the full reference, the description of the animals within treatment groups, the treatments, the feeds and diets, the infused substrates, the time-course of the experiment, the sampling protocol, the statistical analyses, analytical methods and the results (blood flows, blood nutrients, rumen parameters and zootechnical performances).

Once the list of the mandatory information was compiled, it was considered important to be able to easily and rapidly sort the 4 main categories of experimental treatments, namely “dietary”, “substrate infusion”, “physiological stage” and “miscellaneous” (this latter included cases like “sheared vs. covered” or “resting vs. exercised”). Therefore, it was decided to add an additional property “type of treatment” to the model.

For the infused substrates category, the description of the infusion was relatively complex. For example, several substrates could be infused at the same time, or there could be different sites of infusion. Therefore, the infused substrate mixture was described according to a hierarchical logic in order to be able to contend with one or several single substrates. It was also necessary to be able to list several anatomical sites of infusion in the same treatment within the model. The quantities of infused substrates were input in their original form, i.e. in g.d⁻¹, mol.d⁻¹ or MJ.d⁻¹. They were then homogenised and expressed in kJ.h⁻¹ of metabolisable energy or g.h⁻¹ nitrogen to take into account the nutritional contributions of the infused substrates.

The description of the methods in the publication varied from either referencing the author of the method and/or modifications to methods. It was decided to describe methods according to their basic principles, for example the colorimetric method [33], and enzymatic method [34] were used to describe the determination of ammonia-N.

The intermediate calculation steps between the elementary (blood/plasma flows and metabolite blood/plasma concentrations) and the final results (net nutrient fluxes) were not reported consistently among publications. Any missing blood and plasma flows or metabolite concentrations, were calculated from other results reported in the paper and validated. Moreover, to ensure the traceability of the results, a category “reported” or “calculated” was set up to accompany any flux result. In cases where the number of animals was missing, [35], it was decided to take the number of animals described in the Materials and Methods section of the publication, even when a publication reported results from several experiments with an apparently unequal number of animals per experiment. The results were reported using a variety of units, therefore it was decided to standardise them between publications using a molar and hourly basis of expression. When the standard errors were reported individually for each treatment, it was decided to calculate a mean standard error term for all the treatments.

3.1.2. Validation of the data within publications

One of the objectives of the data gathering was to allow the establishment of quantitative relationships between variables. Therefore, the first priority was to certify the coherence between the results reported within publications. An attempt was made to check that all variables from a given publication were coherent and referred to the same group of animals. First, all publications were systematically screened and such a screening had to be carried out before the input itself. Second, this screening
was defined as the cross-calculation of reported results from one to another (e.g. the re-calculation of net fluxes from concentrations and blood flows reported in the publication). Third, publications that showed large discrepancies between back-calculated and reported results were examined systematically to attempt to identify whether those discrepancies had a mathematical origin (rounding-up uncertainties, average of fractions, ... ) or a methodological origin (unequal number of observations within each average result reported). Furthermore, the uncertainty of measurement varied as a function of organs and tissues and metabolites. Therefore, the limits of rejection of the results were fixed. For example, for glucose net fluxes, the maximum tolerated discrepancy between the calculated results and those reported in the publication was arbitrarily set at ±10% in the portal drained viscera. In comparison, the significant differences between treatments in this organ were about 20% (P = 0.05). Depending on these outcomes, a decision to utilise or reject the publication for inclusion into Flora was made.

3.1.3. Description of the dietary and nutritional conditions

The description of the nature of the feeds and diets, their chemical composition (CC) and nutritional value (NV) as well as the feed intake were strictly structured and defined to comply with the fourth specification of Flora. In order to thoroughly describe the nature of feeds and diets, it was decided to follow the INRA classification used in the feed tables [36]. First, all the information on the CC and NV value available in the publications was included. To correctly evaluate the intake, it was necessary to have at least the average amounts of dry matter intake per animal and per day. The unavailability of this information led to the rejection of the publication.

The most important parameters of CC and NV, namely gross energy, metabolisable energy, total nitrogen, digestible nitrogen, crude fibre, and organic matter digestibility, were included from each publication. If any of these values were missing, a procedure was used to estimate it (Fig. 1). To ensure the traceability of the estimation of the CC and NV values in Flora, it was decided to add a criterion to indicate whether data were reported or estimated. The validity of the method was established by estimating values which were otherwise known in the publication and by comparing the estimated and the known values. For some publications, the overall procedure of estimating the CC and NV was found to be time consuming, and therefore, this procedure was only carried out once it was decided to accept the publication into the database based on its results.

Following this, a final list of the necessary items and relevant essential data that was to be included in FLORA, was set up (Tab. I).

3.2. Development of the conceptual database model

The main entity of the data model was set to be the group of animals as already defined in Section 2.3. The first part of the model described the publication, its complete reference, its authors as well as the identification of the persons in charge of the input of data into Excel and their Research Service. It also described the publication, the experiments, the groups of animals and the experimental treatments and the relationships between them (Fig. 2a). The publication and its author were modelled by creating the two entities PUBLICATION and AUTHOR. The identification of the scientific operator in charge of the input of the data into Excel was described by an entity PERSON and two relationships called “is input by” and “belongs to”
were created between PUBLICATION and PERSON and between RESEARCH SERVICE and PERSON, respectively. Furthermore, the entities EXPERIMENT, GROUP OF ANIMALS and TREATMENTS were created. Three relationships (“corresponds to”) were created between PUBLICATION and EXPERIMENT, between EXPERIMENT and GROUP OF ANIMALS, and between GROUP OF ANIMALS and TREATMENT.

The second part of the model described the dietary characteristics and allowances and the ingredient composition of the diets, the chemical composition and the nutritional value of the feeds and diets, as well as daily intake (Fig. 2b). Thus two entities FEED and DIET were created, and linked together (“has an ingredient composition”). The chemical composition and the nutritional value of feeds and diets were described by a single entity FEED/DIET CHARACTERISTIC and two relationships (“has as chemical composition”). Finally, intake, expressed either on a dry matter basis, or in MJ of metabolisable energy or nitrogen per day, was linked to DIET and FEED CHARACTERISTIC by a relationship “is distributed at a given quantity”.

The third part of the model described the treatments applied by way of substrate infusions (Fig. 2c). The potential mixture of substrates was modelled by an entity SUBSTRATE MIXTURE. The relationship “is composed of” was created between SUBSTRATE MIXTURE and SUBSTRATE (which gathered substrates such
Table I. Identification of the different items and corresponding essential data to extract from the publications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Essential data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>- Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Year of publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Possible reference to associate publication(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>- Species, breed, age, sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Total number of animals per group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Physiological state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical preparation</td>
<td>- Anatomical location of catheters in the body of the animal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental treatment</td>
<td>- Nature of the treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Number of animals involved per treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Average animal weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Duration of the treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Type of treatment (nutritional, physiological stage, . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding, feed</td>
<td>- Category (concentrate, forage, . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Mode of conservation – nature (hay, silage, . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Vegetal family – product (grass, leguminous, . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Vegetal species (Bermud grass, . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Mode of preparation (pellets, . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding, diet</td>
<td>- Name of the diet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Type of diet (forage alone, . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- % of dry matter of the concentrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Composition of the diet in the feeds (% dry matter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding, intake</td>
<td>- Diet number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Quantity parameter (dry matter intake (g.d⁻¹), . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- “Reported/calculated” criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Reference for calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding, composition of</td>
<td>- Name of the parameter of chemical composition of the feeds and diets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the feeds and diets</td>
<td>- Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- “Reported/calculated/estimated” criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Reference for estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Reference for calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding, substrate infusion</td>
<td>- Use of a mixture of substrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Nature of the infused substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Site of infusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Quantity parameter (metabolisable energy, nitrogen, . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Amounts administered per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Duration of the infusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Nature of the diluant (water, . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- PH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Osmolarity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table I. Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Essential data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Experimental period** | - Number of days of measurement per treatment  
- Number of days between 2 successive treatments  
- Number of days of recovery after surgery  
- Number of days of adaptation to the diet |
| **Blood sampling** | - Mode of sampling (continuous or spot sampling)  
- Number of samples collected per day and time interval of collection  
- Volume of blood collected per day |
| **Methods of measurement of blood flow** | - Principle of the method  
- Site of measurement  
- Criteria “blood/plasma” |
| **Methods of determination of blood nutrients** | - Principle of the method  
- Criteria “blood/plasma”  
- Products used for anticoagulation, deproteinisation, . . .  
- Conditions of refrigeration and conservation of samples type of sample (individual or pooled) |
| **Statistics** | - Experimental design  
- Analysis of results |
| **Results on rumen parameters** | - Name of the nutrient  
- Time of measurement  
- Type of result (concentration, . . .)  
- Value  
- Unit of the result  
- Number of animals  
- Criteria “reported/calculated” |
| **Results on blood flow** | - Name of the nutrient  
- Time of measurement  
- Value and name of the vessel  
- Criteria “blood/plasma”  
- Criteria “reported/calculated”  
- Number of animals  
- Reference for time  
- Reference for calculation |
| **Results on blood fluxes** | - Name of the nutrient  
- Time of measurement  
- Name of the vessel or organ or tissue  
- Type of result (concentration, difference of concentration, net flux, extraction rate)  
- Value of the result  
- Unit  
- Criteria “blood/plasma”  
- Criteria “reported/calculated”  
- Number of animals  
- Reference for time  
- Reference for calculation |
as glucose, amino acids, ...). The infused quantities were described by an entity PARAMETER OF QUANTITY and the relationship “corresponds to quantities” linking SUBSTRATE and PARAMETER OF QUANTITY. Finally, the characteristics of the infused solution were described by an entity INFUSED SOLUTION and the relationship “is infused as” which linked SUBSTRATE MIXTURE and INFUSED SOLUTION.

The fourth part of the model described the methods which were used for blood flow measurements and the analytical determination methods of the nutrient concentrations in blood, plasma and rumen fluid (Fig. 2d). Methods of blood flow measurements were described by the use of an entity ANATOMICAL SITE which represented in the present case the blood vessel and a relationship “was determined according to a method for blood flow measurement” which linked GROUP OF ANIMALS and ANATOMICAL SITE. An entity NUTRIENT was created which identified all the blood and plasma nutrients. Next, a relationship “was analysed according to a method” was established between GROUP OF ANIMALS and NUTRIENT. Finally, the chemical analysis of nutrients in rumen fluid was described by the entity RUMEN PARAMETER and the relationship “was analysed according to a method” between GROUP OF ANIMALS and RUMEN PARAMETER.

The fifth part of the model was created to describe the results of blood/plasma flow and of nutrient concentrations in blood/plasma and rumen fluid (Fig. 2e). A relationship “measuring blood flow” was established between TREATMENT and ANATOMICAL SITE. To model the results of blood and plasma nutrient fluxes, a new entity TYPE OF RESULT was created to gather all the types of results such as concentrations, concentration differences, net fluxes and fractional extraction. Then, a relationship “had a result on blood or plasma” was constructed to link TREATMENT, NUTRIENT and TYPE OF RESULT. Finally, a relationship “analysed in rumen fluid” was also created between TREATMENT and RUMEN PARAMETER.

The sixth part of the model was used to depict the other miscellaneous information which was present in the publications (Fig. 2f). An entity INFORMATION was
created to gather information on the experimental period, catheter implantation, blood sampling, statistical methods, and the description of daily meals. A relationship “has information on” was created to link GROUP OF ANIMALS and INFORMATION.

3.3. Development of the relational and physical database

Entities and relationships were translated into computer tables in accordance with the MERISE method, [7]. Compared to the data model, no significant changes...
Figure 2. Continued.
and few new data groupings were carried out at this stage.

On the whole, 93 tables were created under Access [21] which were separated into reference tables ($n = 65$) and data tables ($n = 28$).

3.4. Additional tools

Data validation was implemented at the publication level. Its purpose was the calculation of the net nutrient fluxes from the blood flow and the nutrient concentration results (or vice-versa). It was developed under Excel [20] with separate sheets for each nutrient. The coherence of the results was evaluated by calculating the relative discrepancy between the back-calculated results and the reported ones.

Data input in Flora was created with Excel [20] in order to facilitate the data entry, checking and loading in Access tables [21]. Each publication had its own Excel file which was composed of 35 pairs of worksheets. Each pair of worksheet was devoted to a particular category of information, e.g. the treatment, diet, chemical composition of the diet... In each pair, the first worksheet was a “working worksheet” used for data input while the second one was used for the complete identification of the information, for example “service + publication + group of animals + treatment” that would be transferred onto Access [21]. Drop down lists were connected to reference tables (last worksheet of the Excel file) in order to facilitate data entry to allow a complete and accurate description of feeds formalised as in [36] and to perform automated conversions of units.

3.5. Data management

Data were managed in such a way that it was possible to check and verify that the data input onto Excel [20] and loaded onto Flora were correct, that there were no missing nor “double” data and that various information was coherent. The accuracy of the results of nutrient fluxes was checked in each publication by calculating the sum of the values both in the Excel file and the Access table and by comparing these 2 sums. Any missing or “double” data were detected by crossing the table of results with an identifier “service + publication + group of animals + treatment” corresponding to all the existing observations. Lastly, the search for coherence was done by recalculating the data from more elementary ones (e.g. the procedure of recalculating the percentage of concentrate of diets called upon the composition of diets (expressed in percent) and the description of feeds, forages or concentrates, Fig. 3).

Data retrieval from tables were done utilising queries by entering different parameters. For example, the parameters for a research on the results of glucose net blood fluxes in sheep at the level of portal drained vicera were as follows: “nutrient = glucose, type of result = net flux, compartment of measurement = blood, specie = ovine, site = portal drained vicera”.

Two types of cross calculation were set up. The first one allowed to calculate the results of blood flow, plasma flow and hematocrite when 2 of these 3 results were known and the 3rd one was lacking. A second type of calculation made it possible to determine blood flow in the hepatic vein, hepatic artery and/or portal vein when 2 of these 3 results were known and the 3rd one was lacking (generally the flows in the hepatic artery were missing in the publications).

The description of the database made it possible to obtain elementary statistics (average, minimum, maximum, frequency) on the animals (species, physiological stage, weight), the diets, the chemical composition of the diets, the intake, the blood flow, the nutrient fluxes, the methods of measurement and analysis.
The automation of the estimation of missing data was carried out by crossing the table relating diets to feeds with the INRA table of chemical composition of reference feeds [36]. An estimation was obtained for the multi ingredient diets by adding the values of the individual feeds. A control of the estimation was carried out by comparing these estimated values with published values.

Several types of tables for meta-analyses were carried out to answer questions of research (see Sect. 4.4). They gathered identifiers (publication number, experiment number, group of animals number), information on the treatments, diets, animals, intake, the chemical composition and the feeding value of the diets, the values of blood flow and fluxes of nutrients and the corresponding methods of measurement or analysis. The pre-coding treatments for meta-analyses were used to select publications corresponding to simultaneous variations on 2 or several variables X in intra publication (Fig. 4).

Data processing was carried out using the tool for creation of queries in Access [21].

4. DISCUSSION

The creation of the Flora database had one major objective, which was to gather and manage information from publications on multicatheterised ruminant animals, to ultimately enable the establishment of response laws of nutrient metabolism at

---

**Figure 3.** Procedure of checking of the percentage of concentrate in the diet: (1) Regali: relationship between diet and feeds + centesimal composition of the diet; Feed: description of the feed (name, category...); (2) the link between tables is made by identifiers: service No., publication No., group No., experiment No.; (3) return to the publication; (4) correction of the centesimal composition (Regali table) or percentage of concentrate (Diet table).
A bibliographic database of nutrient fluxes

Figure 4. Procedure of pre-coding of meta-analysis to select publications with an important variation on VAR1 and a small or null variation on VAR2; (1) VAR1 and VAR2: explanatory variables; (2) the link between tables is made by identifiers: service No., publication No., group No., experiment No.; (3) CV: coefficient of variation; (4) type of treatment: nutritional strict, infusion, physiological stage.

the tissue level using meta-analytical approaches [19, 22, 37].

The choice was made to create a relational database rather than a spreadsheet for 3 main reasons. First, the expected data volumes were significant (about 30,000 lines for nutrient fluxes) and would be impossible to manage with a spreadsheet like Excel. Second, as already experienced by [11], a powerful tool of crossing of information was necessary to answer the numerous pre-planned or new questions of research which brought into play many types of data. Moreover, by crossing information, a relational database facilitates the detection of the missing or erroneous data and identifiers.

4.1. Development of Flora

For the development of the conceptual and operational database itself, three significant points are noteworthy. First, Merise proved to be a convenient method to model data from publications. From this, 26 entities and 32 relationships were created to gather the different sources of information. The elaboration of the Flora database was facilitated by the existence of an experimental database on net nutrient fluxes which was already operational [9].

Flora was designed to store data from various types of experiments: nutritional experiments, experiments that studied the infusion of substrates and those that concern changes in the physiological state of the animal. Therefore, it was necessary to describe a significant number of experimental conditions (type of animals, feeding conditions, substrate infusion, blood sampling, methods of measurement and analyses...). Additional concepts were also introduced in Flora detailing the publications, authors, groups of animals, methods of measurement and modes of expression of the results. Furthermore, the identification of the data was completely re-examined to take into account the source of information (i.e. the name of the Research
Service, publication, experiment, group of animals and treatment).
The 28 data tables generated, were deduced from entities (e.g. DIET) and relationships. All the data tables were identified by the research service, publication, experiment and group of animals, to facilitate the relations between tables.

4.2. Compliance to specifications for the construction of the Flora database

Several specifications were defined for the construction of the Flora database.

In order to conform with the first specification, all necessary information was entered into the database, in order to describe in a precise manner all relevant items, including the authors, reference of the publication, animals, experimental treatments, feeds and diets, infused substrates, methods of measurement and analysis, results on rumen parameters concentrations, blood flow, and nutrient fluxes.

To satisfy the 2nd specification of easy data manipulation and retrieval, the choice was made to utilise a relational data base rather than a spreadsheet such as Excel [20]. Access was selected because it made it possible to store significant volumes (2 GO) [21].

A vital aspect for the entry of data into Flora was to avoid the risk of errors. Therefore, in order to meet the third specification as well as a wider specification of reliability, three points of control were used: the validation of data extracted from the publication, the verification of coherence of data within each publication and a final check that the data had been loaded accurately into Flora.

The fourth specification related to the detailed description of the dietary and nutritional conditions. First, in order to distinguish the various possible treatments, it was decided to introduce the concept of “type of treatment” into the database and to describe in detail the treatments using “name of treatment”. This description was very useful in particular when the treatments were calling upon interactions (e.g. intake x nature of the diet). Second, with regards to the nutritional characteristics, a minimum no of characteristics were decided. When these data were missing, estimations of these parameters were made, in order to have a full description of the chemical composition and of the nutritional value of feeds and diets. Reported and estimated values for publications in Flora agreed within ranges of uncertainty of +3 to +5% for crude protein, −1.9 to +13.4% for digestible nitrogen, −19.2% to +12.5% for crude fibre, −1.3 to −1.9% for digestible energy, and +2.6 to +7.2 % for metabolisable energy e.g. [23, 24].

The fifth specification dealt with the precise description of the nutritional treatments when infusions were part of the experimental design of the publication. Flora was constructed to account for the mixtures of substrates and infusions in various anatomical sites. Moreover, it made it possible to input the data as they appeared in the publication hence avoiding tiresome conversions of units, and any risk associated with errors during such unit conversions.

Complying with the sixth requirement, the choice of classifying methods according to their principle proved convenient and feasible in most cases. This enabled methods to be fully detailed utilising all available information.

The traceability of information in agreement with good research practices stated in the seventh specification were also fulfilled. The traceability of the data was assured by adding a criterion “reported” or “calculated” or “estimated” as well as comments whenever it was judged necessary. Traceability was also ensured by adding “person” and “research service” in the database.
To take into account the within publication (or experiment) variability for subsequent meta-analyses [16, 19], (the eighth specification), the residual error term resulting from the variance analysis and the weighted average of the standard errors of the different treatments was considered as the most informative criteria and subsequently added to the database.

Limiting a unit choice (the ninth specification) reduced the number of unit conversions during the data input. Finally, the use of Excel [20] for the entry of all data reported above enabled easy data input and verification and subsequent transferal into the Access database for future management and retrieval (the tenth specification).

Finally, the rules of the management of Flora were established. The input of data into Excel [20] could be carried out by several different teams. However, the loading, control, update and extraction of the Flora database were under the responsibility of only a single person. This ensured that control measures at the input level were consistently met. However, easy access to the database for the various research teams involved in its construction was deemed vital. Therefore, data extraction was carried out upon request for specific types of animals and parameters in accordance with their research project.

4.3. Compliance to specifications for the data management

The main part of the procedures developed in the construction of Flora related to the control of the data, the cross calculations of data, the estimation of missing data (chemical composition of feeds and diets), the development of the tables of meta-analyses and pre-coding for the meta-analyses. All these procedures were possible thanks to the relational character of Flora which results of the use of the Merise method to construct it.

Data controls worked well. The limiting factors were the frequent returns to the publications to verify the known values, and the calculations utilised for the estimate of the chemical composition of diets, when these parameters were missing.

Currently, the procedures of cross calculations of data were carried out only for blood flow. They require careful management to consider all the possible combinations of data, in order to avoid mistakes in calculations or updates.

The automation of the estimation of missing data on diets was more efficient timewise compared to a manual estimation. However, it was often necessary to re-confirm the choices of feeds in the reference tables in order to get comparable results with the known values in the publication.

The procedure of development of tables for meta-analyses is complete to date. However, it required returning to the data control step when there were missing or repeated data.

The procedure of pre-coding of meta-analyses was a very interesting step for the Flora database. The two major difficulties were to thoroughly identify all the X variables which could have an influence on Y and to define for each X the thresholds of variation (i.e. the limit between non-significance and significance).

4.4. Uses of Flora

The Flora database has been used to establish quantitative response laws by meta-analysis on 1/ portal blood flow related to dry matter intake [38] and, 2/ the regulation of hepatic blood flow by feeding conditions in sheep [39] and 3/ net hepatic glucose release in ovines, as a function of dietary input [40]. It is currently being used to establish exhaustive response laws to relate the fluxes of energetic blood nutrients to feeding conditions in the ovine and bovine
In general, and compared to a database under Excel [20], the existence of a relational database under Access [21] facilitated the preliminary work of meta-analysis. First, it made possible the management of significant volumes of data (30,000 lines of results of nutrient blood fluxes). Second, it facilitated the selection of data (e.g. the selection of publications referring to energetic blood nutrients to be included in a meta-analysis). And finally, calculations of new variables from existing data were made possible (e.g. the calculation of the percentage of concentrate contained in the diets was made possible by connecting diets to feeds).

Since the creation of Flora, three teams have worked at the input of approximately 150 publications. For this work, the methods used for data input in Flora, the tools for the control of publications and the solutions chosen for the input of the measurement/determination methods and the characteristics of the infused substrates were all suitable.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Flora is a relational database. Therefore, it is possible to connect and cross, in an optimal manner, the different types of information and to consider all the necessary data processings. The most significant choices concerning Flora relate to estimating the missing data on feeds and diets.

Flora has been used successfully for quantitative and qualitative studies of the literature to establish first response laws by meta-analysis. It is currently being used in a larger way to determine response laws bringing into play many blood nutrients and various feeding conditions in sheep and bovines.
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